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This  Paper describes the design criteria, 
developnent, and research program associated 
w i t h  a new, multiplace crew system simulation 
facility. The Strategic Avionics Battle- 
Einagernent Evaluation and Research (SABER) 
facil i ty a d  associated exploratory develop 
ment prosram w e r e  established i n  order to 
supprt  the resolution of technology base 
issues i n  the areas of intelligence fusion and 
analysis, cczzmmd and control, adaptive 
mission planning, force mgement,  and force 
element execution. The SABER facil i ty 
consists of four advanced conceptual crew 
stations and a mster experinenter station. 
SABER supForts m-in-the-loop simulation 
experiments i n  which the dependent measures 
are associated with crew systems performance, 
crew workload, task allocation, dynamic crew 
tasking, tailored logic, crew situational 
assessment, and the evaluation of infomtion 
Wrtrayal schaua. 

INTRonrcTION 

The strategic bcanber has keen a mjor  
canpnent of US warfighting capability since 
W 11. 
by existing and evolving Air Force missions 
and by the changing mture of the enemy threat 
t o  be countered. During the past two decades, 
the HI" Engineering Division of the Arm- 
strong Aerospace Nedical Research Laboratory 
(AZ0P.L) has provided research and developnent 
supprt  i n  h m  factors t o  virtually every 
bomber-related system acquisition/upgrade 
activity undertaken by the Air Force. 

Its continued imprtance is  supported 

L t  G e n  "rthy (1987) described the 
Strategic Air Cbmmnd (SAC) mission areas, a s  
projected into the 2 1 s t  century. The SAC 
weapn systems include standoff and penetra- 
ting bombers, air- and ground-launched m i s -  
siles, and reconnaissance platforms. These 
are supported by ground-based and air?mrne 
cBrmand and control centers and a fleet  of 
tanker aircraft. SAC'S mission areas include 
strategic offense and conventional warfight- 
ing. 

Ulsamer (1987) stated that "one of the 
mst formidable and weighty technological 
challenges confronting the US is to 

neutralize the burgeoning nudxr of RTs 
[relocatable targets] in  the %viet union in  
case of war ."  H e  repr ted that a Defense 
Department RT mster plan was being prepared 
to  lay the groundwork for the developrent of 
the required sensors, cQ-rrrand/oontrol/cmuni- 
cations/intelligence ($1) architectures, 
force structure required ''to put RTs a t  risk." 
He went on to report that an RT capability 
Program had been established to  ",upgrade the 
sensor and avionics systems for strategic 
bcanbers." 

The ckmmmder of SAC, General Chain 
(1987), i n  reviewing SAC'S current and 
evolving mission and capabilities, stated 
that: 

"with regard to  the r"ed bomber, I 
consider the human presence in  the d 
bomber crucial to detecting, identifying, 
and attacking the graving n u h r  of Soviet 
relocatable targets. 

Chain defined RTs as "warfighting assets that 
could dispsrse and relocate, primarily to 
avoid detection and destruction." H e  
continued by mphasizing that: 

"?"ne capbi l i ty  of the manned bQnber to 
penetrate enemy airspace and search out 
and destroy relocatable targets, particu- 
larly the highly threatening mabile ICBMs 
[intercontinental ballistic missiles] , is 
essential. 'I 

Thus, a mjor, evolving, SAC mission, finding 
and striking RTs, relies heavily on the 
flexibility provided by the human ccnqmnent of 
the bomber weapn system. 
and operator aiding subsystems are seen as 
supporting this flexibility. Sweetman (1987) 
minted out that: 

Advanced sensors 

"Unlike a missile, the M e r  has a crew 
in  the loop up t o  the manent of attack. 
the B-52, thermal or electro-optical 
imagers pennit the assessment of damge 
f r m  previous strikes. In future bombers, 
imaging radar w i l l  provide ps i t ive ,  all-  
weather stand-of f target recognition" 

In 

Seares (19 87 wrote that "despite having 
a 'm-in-theloop,'  this most flexible leg of 
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our strategic Triad currently flies highly 
structured missions that are preprcqanned for  
each aircraft 's offensive avionics system 
(0x1 and that "once the barber is airborne, 
we lack the flexibility we need to  change the 
mission. I' Bcmber flexibility my w e l l  be a 
highly desireable attribute in  the course of 
the RT mission. A n  adaptive mission planning 
system (AMPs) capability, as described by 
Sears (19871, my be required since "enemy 
defenses and eneny targets w i l l  relocate and 
new directions fran higher headquarters m u s t  
be processed." 
viable on-board AMPS, i f  canbined with 
evolutionary improvements to aircraft s 
andcamand, control, cammications (r 
systems, muld improve the w e a m  system's 
capability to deal with these eventualities. I' 
He stressed that "the fully mture banber AMPS 
would provide a battle mmggnent system that 
could respond adaptively to real-time changes 
in guidance, direction, threat, or aircraft 
status. I' 
tables could be revised and refined as new 
sensors, catununications systems, and canputer 
technologies evolve." He concluded his 
discussion of the banber application by 
writing that: 

Seares pointed out that IIa 

Seares suggested that "the AMPS rule 

"The banber's inherent adaptability in  
conflict, coupled with its enhanced 
capability to avoid or destroy threats 
during the mission, would mean mre weapons 
on target before the aircraft reached its 
ps t s t r ike  base. In short, the on-board 
replanning capability of the AMPS would 
represent an irqmrtant force multiplier in 
that the manned banber would adapt better 
to the 'fog of w a r '  and hence would realize 
the full -fighting potential of the 
"an-in-the-lap. ' 
AS can be seen fran these sources, the 

named banber, providing unparalleled 
flexibility, w i l l  continue to play a mjor  
role i n  mtional defense, w i l l  be tasked to 
met mre canplex missions (e. g., 
w i l l  be enhanced with advanced sensors, 
systems, and other avionics capabilities 
(including expert system) in order to meet 
these chdllanges. The h m  factors issues 
inherent in t h i s  prckble trend are roanifold. 

Rx)rczff;d 

The H m  Systems Division (HSD) , AAMRz,'s 
parent canrarid, was identified in  the RT 
capability advanced developnent program's 
"agemmt docmentation as the "associate 
product division for h m  factors require- 
m t s  and analysis." 
agency, AAMRL is to establish a crew systems 
technology program to quantify crew workload 
and operator perfornmce in the context of RT 
missions. Further, as a result of 1987 RT 
Qpability Program planning activities, 
AAMRL's Strategic Avionics BattleMmagement 
Evaluation and Research (SABER) advanced 
conceptual bcmber crew system simulation 
facility was selected as the Program's crew 

As the performing 

station simulation facility for use in prmf- 
of-concept demonstrations. 

SABER 

The SABER simulation facility and 
associated research programwere established 
to support SAC in  the developnent of advanced 
banber capabilities. SABER is a key part of 
an exploratory developnent effort directed to  
investigate the h m  factors implications 
inherent in  the application of advanced 
sensors, advanced signal and data processing 
(including a r t i f  i c i d  intelligence, AI) 
architectures, advanced m-mchin interface 

technologies, and advanced 21 systems 
to the r"ed banber. SABER is an Air Force 
owned and operated research facility that 
supports the application of the -it 
Autmtion Technology (CAT) process. The CAT 
methodology and toolset address four mjor  
steps in  the crew station design process: 

1. Mission characterization 
2. Function Allocation 
3 .  Integration and Design 
4. Validation 

CAT is an HSD-mged advanced develapnent 
project directed to establishing and valida- 
ting through demnstration a structured human 
factors crew station design methodology. 
is described in Wetz [19841 and "ese, 
- al., 119851, w h i l e  mre  traditional crew 
station developnent/refinanmt metbods are 
presented in  Kuperman, et al., 119831 . ) 
The SABER Facility 

(CAT 

The SABER simulation facility consists of 
four, integrated, crew positions (ncminally 
termed offensive, defensive, and flight 
[aircraft canmnder and pilot] ) and an expri- 

renter's station. The aircraft flight d l ,  
weapon flyout models, and threat b e d k  are 
hosted on a VAX 11/785 which also records 
experimental data. Crew station control 
inputs are mnitored by a high speed mul t i -  
processor. Sixteen graphics processors 
generate the display formats called for a t  
each crew position. These formats include 
ccmbinations of graphics, alphanumerics, and 
bit-mppd imagery. A video switcher directs 
the graphics processors output to the required 
crew station display surface. 
graphics processor generates an out-thewindau 
visual scene. 
is located in  a TEMPEST envirornnent. 

Rapid prototyping 

A seventeenth 

The SABER simulation facility 

A canmercial graphics design software 
package laas been applied in  support of the 
SABER crew system design activity. One of the 
graphics processors, hosting t h i s  software, is 
used as a rapid prototyping station. 
h m  factors engineer/crew station designer 

The 
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anploys t h i s  station to design, rrodify, and 
refine display format concepts. Rapid itera- 
tiodchange capability, together with both 
softcopy and hardcopy (print and transparency) 
outputs, has supported a high level of inter- 
action with operational cokrmand personnel 
(frm the SAC liaison offices a t  Wright- 
Btterson Air Force Base). The finished 
display format concepts are then furnished to 
graphics processor programers for coding as 
dynamic displays. 

The SABER ckew Station 

Each of the four SABER crew stations 
follms the same basic design. Four, color 
multipurpose displays ( m s )  are arranged in 
a "T" configuration. The design philosophy, 
in tm of the p r w l e  use of the MPD 
arrang-t, was: 

MpDl ( l e f t ) :  Status Inforreation 
MHJ2 (center): Current Action 
MPD3 (right) : Last ActiodReference 
MpD4 (laver): Situational Marmess 

Each MPD is surrourdd by 20 bezel-munted 
pushbuttons whose functions are identified by 
labels on the MPD. An integrated keyboard 
(IKB), supporting a tree structure switching 
logic like that applied in the B-IB, is to the 
right of the lmer MpD. 
keybard (MFK) is located to the l e f t  of MpD4. 
when the operator selects a "display of 
interest" (DOI) ,  the prcgrammble buttons of 
the MFK take on the functionality of the bezel 
buttons for the D O L  Above the MFK are five 
mster mile selection buttons. The SABER 
mster &s are: cruise, navigation, attack, 
defense, and take off/landing. (These same 
mster  r d e s  Can also be accessed fran every 
primary display format through the lmer bezel 
switches.) Selection of a master d e  changes 
every display f o m t  a t  that station to an 
operator pre-selected configuration. 

Amultifunction 

The "scratch pad" display, located above 
the mster & buttons, has ten panel 
mounted pushbuttons associated with i t ,  a rm 
of five above and belm. The scratch pad 
displays the labels for the functionality of 
these switches. Scratch pad functionality is 
intended to a l l m  the c rew"  quick access to 
frequently used or time critical weapn system 
functions. For example, the defense station 
prwides for expending countermeasures while 
the offensive station allms for imned.iate 
selection of navigation update d e .  

The two a f t  crew stations differ sanwhat 
frm each other in  the addition of special 
panel-mounted controls. The defensive station 
contains the keyboard, printer, and dedicated 
display that would be associated with a 
satel l i te  coanrrmnications system while the 
offensive station has har&are control panels 
GO- w e a w n s  jettison and coded switch setting. 

~n both stations, these interfaces are located 
to the l e f t  of the IKB. 

The flight or forward stations fol lm the 
basic SABER crew station layout. 
sanwhat lmer in p o f i l e  to supprt-out-the 
window visibility. 
stick, throttles, and rudder pedal for flight 
control. 
menter's station is interconnected through an 
i n t e rcmdca t ions  system. 

Control Alternatives/Friorities 

They are 

They also include force 

Every crew station and the experi- 

Since SABER is an exploratory developrent 
facility, provision was mde for a greater 
variety of control mechanizations than would 
be found in  an actual weapn system. 
control methods have been integrated into the 
simulator (listed in  a rough prioritization 
order) : 

S i x  

1. Tracking Handle 
2. MFK 
3 .  Bezel Buttons 
4. Tbuch Screens 
5. IICB 
6. Speech Recognition 

The SABER tracking handle, TH, serves two 
distinct functions: target designation cursor 
m a r e n t  and CO1 selection and control. 
Invaking the D3I function Alms the operator 
to select any one of the four MpDs as the D3I. 
The 'IH slewing functions then allm the 
operator to select any of the functions 
associated with the bezel buttons. Use of the 
TH as a controller is similar to the " M s  on 
stick and throttle" approach follmed in 
d e r n  a i r - t ea i r  fighter crew systems. MFK 
and IKB control functions were identified 
above. Depressing bezel buttons invakes the 
control function of the associated MpD label. 
~ach of the MpDs has a touch control panel 
werlayed on the display surface. 
the bezel button label invokes that function. 
speech recognition (i. e., "voice control") is 
reserved for non-mission-critical functions 
(e. g., changing a mp scale). 

Primq Display Fomts  

Tbuching 

Interaction with every mjor  information 

m, through one or mre  display f o m t  
source/aircraft subsystem takes place a t  the 

pages. Pajor subsystems include stores 
m g m e n t ,  radar, action point, horizontal/ 
tactical situation, etc. The highest level of 
interaction takes place a t  the "primary 
format" page. One or mre secondary pass 
allm mre specific interaction or control of 
subsystem d s .  The radar subsystan, for 
-le, has five secondary formats: redl 
beam, HRGM (high resolution g r o d  mp),  
beacon, sea search, and ISAR (inverse 
synthetic aperture radar). 
radar f o m t ,  these five d e s  are addressed 
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through the five button labels appearing 
across the top of the MFD. 

The le f t  side bezel buttons associated 
with each display formt are reserved for 
systen-level functions. 
is a wamings/cautions/advisories indicator 
which, when invaked, allows a quick loak a t  
the systerdsubsysten prcblem. A subsystens 
(SUBS) label allows the w a t o r  to  bring up 
any information source/subsystm on any MFD. 
Invoking SUBS brings up a menu of the sub- 
systems normilly associatedwith the station. 
(The operator my use a secondary screen to 
his SUBS page to bring up the SUBS menu 
associated with any other crew position.) 
bottan button is always reserved for built-in 
test, BIT. 

The top button label 

The 

Primary Data Itans 

The SABER display f o m t s  present 
critical informtion on every primary display 
format. Aircraft heading, vertical velocity 
irdication, and altitude appear as moving 
tapes. Additiondl prin-aq display itens 
(pDIs) appear as alphmuwric informtion. 
PDIs include: time to go to reach next 
destination/tumpoint, sequence n-, 
w t e d  tirre of arrival. (including early/late 
flag), aircraft location (latitude/longitude) , 
safe and in rang-e (missile cue), distance to 
next destination point, weam %way1' 
indication, true heading, ground sped, and 
selected w e a m  identification. 

Imaging Sensor Simulation 

=ER includes the presentation of bn- 
real time) sensor hgery .  The primary sensor 
(mde) integrated in SABER is HRGM. Defense 
&sing Agency ditital terrain elevation and 
feature andlysis data is preprocessed to 
prcduce static h g e s  that resanble syntheic 
aperture radar imagery. 
prepared, in multiple resolution/patch size 
versions, for every fix taking pint and 
taryet. 
for display as b i t  mapped gray scale images 
when the operator initiates a HFGM of a 
specific, preplanned point. Electmopticdl 
e m o r  h g e r y ,  such as fran a forward loaking 
infrared sensor, is digitized fran video 
recordings (using a time base corrector/franae 
grabber) and also stored on digital disk. 
static frames that are available for display 
to the operator correspnd to the tvpe of 
presentation that might result fran the use of 
an autanatic taxget cuer between the sensor 
and display i n  the inaging chain. 

Reference Imasery 

m t a t e d  color mps are digitized off- 
line and stored on disk for operator recall. 
A e r i a l  photographs, such as fran reconnais- 
sance sensors, are also incorporated i n  th is  
same way. 

"?se images are 

They are stored on disk and recalled 

The 

Exprimenter' s Station 

The experimenter's station consists of 
two consoles. The f i r s t  resanbles one of the 
a f t  SABER crew positions. It my be used (for 
subject training, mnitoring simulation 
progress, or briefing/demonstration purposes) 
to  repeat the displays being used a t  any 
selected crew position. (It is, in fact, 
fully functional and could be enployed as a 
f i f th  crew station. ) 

The second mjor element of the station 
is the simulation control console. Sirmilator 
mer, in te rcm,  sound generation, and "JB 
data collection are 611 integrated into this 
position. 

The functions of the SABER experimenter's 
station are to: 

1. "itor simulation progress. 
2. Oontrol the insertion of subsystem 

malfunctionshttle darnage, 
3.  Wform quality assurance on data 

being collected, 
4. Support subject brief ing/debrief ing, 
5. Support "role play" of unoccupied 

crew positions. 

Data Collection 

Workload measurement and operator perfor 
m c e  measures are fully integrated into the 
SABER simulation facility. Every control 
input (e. g., switch activation) can be 
recorded for analysis and/or mission replay. 
Preplanned data analyses can support saqui& 
loak" analyses and pmide  data for subject 
debriefing. The AAMRL is used to capture 
electroplysiological correlates of creamher 
workload. 
collected and recorded in a nonintrusive 

subjective workload data may be 

manner. 

SABER RESEARCH ACTTIVITIES 

Mission Characterization 

A multi-year, conkcacted effort led to  
the developnent of a generic RT mission 
scenario document. The sceMlrio is 
"technology free" in that ~KI avionics suite is 
assumd. It is "requirgnents driven" in that 
targets, threats, routing, weapons, tactics, 
etc., were established in  close cooperation 
with SAC. The scenario addresses the 
decision-making aspects of mission execution 
as described in K u p e r m a n  and Kulwicki (1984). 

F'unction Allocation 

Ttvo contracted efforts have been 
canpleted which provided proof-of-concept 
damnstrations of mission decanpsitian/ 
function allocation tools. In the f i r s t ,  a 
network d e l i n g  approach was aployed while 
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the second effort was developed using frame- 
based, A I  techniques. 

Situational Awareness 

ckew situational awareness is seen as a 
critical canponent in  the successful 
accanplishment of the evolving SAC missions. 
The AAh%& has performed joint contracted 
research with the Avionics Laboratory of the 
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories in  
the area of advanced crm station display 
concepts ad technologies. One recent effort, 
the Panoramic Cockpit Controls and and 
Displays System (PCCADS), included the 
developnent and application of a situational 
awareness rating scale technique (Arbak, et 
- al., 1987). 

The design and assessment of mission- 
level and tactical situation display formats 
is emphasized in  the information protraydl 
portion of the SABER research activity. 
includes capabilities for employing annotated 
navigation charts (i.e., the current SAC 
canbat mission folder) in  both hard- and 
softcopy (e. g., digitized) formats. The 
annotations include steering, target, and 
threat information. In addition, SABER 
provides for two rmre advanced levels of 
horizontal situation display (HSD) . A 
graphics-only display format presents the 
planned (and replanned/altemate) route, 
target and fix-taking point locations, and 
popup infomation windam. 
version, termed the tactical situation dis- 
play, TSD, adds a digital map underlay. In 
both cases North up/Track Up presentation 
formats are operator selectable as is the 
scale of the situation display. Research 
performed i n  SABER in this area was reported 
by Wshak,  e t  al. (1987). 

Workload Assesment 

SABER 

A second HSD 

Contracted research is underway a t  the 
Human Factors Ehgheering Center of the 
Virginia polytechnic Institute and State 
University (HFEC/VPI&SU) which is irivesti- 
gating the relationship between (ma) 
workload ad demands on short term merrory. 
The fundamentdl -thesis of this multi-year 
research activity is that, in  the case of 
highly autanated M s ,  crew workload my be 
equatable with daMnds on short term m e m r y .  
This research is m t e d  to impact both the 
measurenent of workload and. the design 
criteria applicable to information portrayal 
i n  highly autarated systems. 

MCC Assessnent 

In-house research is in progress directed 
to the developwnt of an assessment tool 
applicable to MMIs associatedwith expert 
systems. The expert system assessment/ 
validation literature was surveyed to identify 
significant assesment parameters. Eighteen 

criteria w e r e  identified. subject mat te r  
experts ( m s )  w e r e  solicited to rate the 
importance of each criterion for expert 
systems in general and i n  the context of each 
of three '!miniature" appl 'cation scenarios 
(intelligence analysis, &, and AMPs). 
Analysis of these ratings is currently 
underway. 

Workload Wasuranent 

The AAMRL-developed Neurophysiological 
Workload Test Battery ("'B), as described in  
Wilson, et S.  (1987 1 ,  has been mDdified for 
integration into SABER. The SABER version of 
IWlB supports the collection of h e t  rate, 
eyeblink, and auditory evoked cortical went- 
related potential (mp) data fran two 
subjects, simultaneously, over a several hour, 
part-mission simulation ap r inen t .  semi- 
autamted collection of Subjective Workload 
Assessnent Technique (SWAT) data (Reid e t  al., 
1982) has also be integrated into SABER i n  
order to assess individual crew menber's 
perception of workload asscciatedwith 
selected mission-critical events/tasks. 

Information Wgenent  

The HFEC/VPI&SU has cmpleted an andlysis 
of a generic RT mission fran the standpint of 
crew information requiranents and systan in- 
formation management functions. The scenario 
emphasized c rw  decision mking mder uncer- 
tain, inccrrplete, or erroneous mission infor- 
mation. The results of this research are 
being published as  an AAEnRL technical rewrt. 

ODNCLUSIONS 

SABER provides the Air Force with a flexible 
research and developnent capability, w e l l -  
suited. to the anplex operationdl requirements 
associated with current and evolving strategic 
missions. 
been demnstraed, for -le, in the damn- 
stration of touch control concepts, as an 
advanced IvWI option for the i3-1B. Dedicated, 
panel-muted controls we-.e prototyped in 
softwa.re and displayed on MpDl. The rgMinder 
of the SABER offensive station resembled the 
B-1B's Offensive Systan m a t o r s  station. 
much was used to control subsystems (e. g., 
stores and radar). The results of control 
inputs were displayed, in B-1B formats, on the 
r a i n i n g  MpDs. 

The ut i l i ty  of the facility has 
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